The form of the human pupil.
The purpose of this study was to characterize the form of the pupil in normal human subjects. Using a modified slitlamp, photographs of pupils were taken in steady illumination and 10-20 sec after darkness. Transparencies were projected and digitized, and the pupil margin was represented as a circular Fourier series. Best-fit ellipses were also determined. The placement of the pupil relative to the limbus was determined in a number of subjects. Results from 23 subjects indicated that in both darkness and light, average pupil noncircularity was 0.0166. (A value of 0.0200 is easy to detect with the unaided eye from the photographs.) On average, the best-fit ellipse accounted for about half of the noncircularity (59.6% in darkness; 47.7% in light). Most of the contribution to shape was made by the first 4 or 5 harmonics. Shapes were usually stable within a session and could remain fairly stable for at least a year; however, shapes for different subjects were not very similar, especially in the light. (Average pairwise similarity: 0.106 in darkness; 0.034 in light; similarity can have values from -1 to 1.) For a given subject, shapes in light and dark were often fairly similar (average similarity 0.260), but there were systematic differences: in eyes where the ellipse contributed > 20% of noncircularity, ellipse major axes clustered around vertical in darkness, and horizontal in light, implying greater contraction near the vertical meridian. Even pupils with little elliptical contribution turned out to contract more near the vertical meridian. There was some tendency for left and right eyes of an individual to show mirror symmetry of shape. In the dark, pupils were located 0.27 +/- 0.09 mm nasal and 0.20 +/- 0.15 mm superior to the limbus center, and usually moved slightly further nasal or superior in the light. Noncircularity increased with age (0.0015/decade). It was concluded that pupils show individuality of shape, with significant regularities within and across subjects.